
Helping others research
A space to help young people prepare to
take part in research.

This research is often about what young
people think or feel about something.

Young people are sources of information for
adults who do the research.

This journal works with the OUR VOICES website.

OUR VOICES provides lots of information and asks
questions which can help you to think about taking part in
research. By recording your answers to those questions in
your journal you can plan and prepare to take part in a
piece of research.

GO TO the OUR VOICES website to 'What
is research' to get started.
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Helping others
research
What is research?
Most research is led by adults.

Bringing young peoples’ viewpoints
to research might provide new
ideas and perhaps better research.

What is research?

Research uses a thorough and well thought through plan to

understand or discover something such as:

— an answer to a question that no one yet knows, e.g., “does digital media use

affect children and young people’s sleep?

If so, in what way?”

— a topic no one knows much about, e.g., “what are young people’s views of data

privacy in the digital world?”

— whether new, current facts or answers can be found, e.g., “what are young

people’s views of social media personalised advertising?”

You might be interested in research that:

Finds an answer to a question – Is there something you have already been wondering

about? These are questions often associated with our day-to-day lives.

Increases your knowledge about a topic – Is there something you know about but

would like to explore further? These questions are often linked to things beyond your

day-to-day experiences.

Uncovers new information for everyone – These sorts of topics are often led by

organisations trying to find ways of improving the lives of whole communities.

Helping others research
Why take part in research?
There are good reasons for young people to take part in
research:
— To improve research about young people’s issues

— To take up your rights as a young person in your community

— To get your views listened to

— To develop confidence to help improve your community.

Young people have also reported having fun and developing new skills whilst taking

part in research.

Look at this word cloud made up of things other young people have said about

taking part in research. Circle anything that they have said which interests you.

GO TO the OUR VOICES website “WHY section: 1. Involving young people to create

better research” to find ‘Examples of research with and by children and young

people’.

Read or listen to what young people say about taking part in research. You can fill in

the mind map on the next pages or audio record notes to remind you about key

features of the research that interest you.
GO TO the OUR VOICES website to 1. Involving young people to create better

research' to read about the contribution young people are making to research.
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Helping others research
Thinkingabouthowyoung
peoplecanhelpwith research
You can look at one or more research projects on the website. Use the questions below

to think about what young people did. Ask some questions of your own. Audio record

or make notes in the ‘Mind map or ideas space’ below or on the next page to help you

think and gather your ideas. What did young people do in the studies?

— What were the views of the young people about the topic?

Were they different to the adults involved?

— How did young people help choose how the research was done? For instance, how

was data collected and was this a good method for the young people involved?

— Were young people able to state their point of view?

— Did young people help to prepare the research questions? Were the research

questions interesting for young people?

— Could other young people help with this sort of research in other places?

How to help others with research:Mind map or ideas space

Helping others research
Thinkingabouthowtohelp
otherswith research:Notes
Young people helped choose:

The topic YES / NO

The research questions YES / NO

Young people contributed
information by:

Doing questionnaires YES / NO

Inviting researchers to

watch their activities YES / NO

Talking to researchers YES /NO

Young people helped to
understand the information
collected by:

Talking to the researcher

about the information YES / NO

Saying what they

thought was important YES / NO

Young people helped to understand the
information collected by:

Helping write a research report YES / NO

Agreeing to include their words

in a report YES / NO

Preparing their own research report YES / NO

Helping the researcher present

the report to others YES / NO

Helping researchers understand information YES / NO

Notes

Notes

Notes

Notes



Helping others research
Preparingtotakepart in
research
Preparing to take part in research can help you:

□ Get what you want from the experience of being part of the research

□ Understand and feel comfortable about your role in the research

□ Get your views heard and acknowledged

□ Feel confident about the way the research is being done

□ To be confident about the results of the research

What skills or knowledge do I need to help others research?

You don’t necessarily need any special skills or knowledge to help with

research. Helping a someone research something about

young people’s lives will mean you already have lots of

interesting information as a young person yourself. To help

someone research you need to:

□ Be curious about the world and how it works

□ Enjoy thinking about things and finding things out

□ Like talking, listening and working with other people

□ Be prepared to share your views – even if others don’t agree with

you

If someone has asked you to help them with their research, you

may have questions of your own! For example:

□ What do you know about the people doing the research?

□ Do you understand what the research is about?

□ What is your role in the research?

□ Who is going to see the research and the information you share?

□ How long will the research take?

□ How much time will you have to give to the research?

□ What if you don’t have the time any more?

Helping others research
Preparingtobearesearch
participant
Helping people to do good research about young people
is important.

If you are well prepared you will be able to help make research better. You will also get

the best out of the experience yourself.

If you haven't had experience of research yet - don't worry - go straight to the TRREE

principles link at the bottom of the page.

In what ways have you been asked to contribute to research?

Was it a good experience? Did you feel for instance that your view counted?

Why was it / wasn’t it a good experience?

How could your experience of taking part in research have

been made better?

GO TO the OUR VOICES website to read about the TRREEE

principles. The TRREEE principles shape research which respects

young people's contribution and results in high quality research
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Helping others research
The TRREEEprinciples
The TRREEE principles provide a way of guiding research involving young people that

respects their rights to express their views, their understanding of the world and their

expertise. Using these principles is a good way of checking if research is being done

well and is of good quality. Think about the research you are being asked to help with

and assess what you know marking against each question.

The TRREEE
Principles

Questions to ask about the research Yes No
Don’t
know

TRUST Do you understand what the research is about? For instance, do you know what

the research question is?

Do you know what information is needed, how information is to be collected and

how information will be used?

Do you trust the researcher to use information you share in a way that is good

for you and other young people?

RESPECT Do you feel your views will be: welcomed; listened to; believed and valued?

ETHICS Do you feel confident to express your view?

Are researchers and other adults involved demonstrating that they are listening

carefully to understand you?

A non-technical version of the rights of children and young people can be found

on this website: https://www.unicef.org/child-rights-convention/convention-

text-childrens-version

EXPERTISE Is the research being done to be helpful to you and other children and young

people? In what ways?

Do you feel confident that any information you provide will be used carefully in

the way that you have agreed?

Do you feel able to change your mind about issues, even decide not to take part

after all, without feeling worried?

EXPERIENCE Are you looking forward to the research?

Do you expect to enjoy the research activities – do they sound fun?

Do you feel that you are making a positive contribution to your community in

taking part?

At the end of this check list you should be able to identify any questions that you

should ask and things you should know before you agree to help someone with

research.

GO TO the next page - 'Getting started: Planning'
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Helping others research
Getting started:planning
You should feel comfortable working with the researcher. Before you start your

researcher should tell you:

— What the research is about and how it will benefit young people

— How your information is going to be used

— What to do if you change your mind about being able to help

Researchers usually provide a simple sheet of information covering all these points.

GO TO: The resources section of the OUR VOICES website for an example of an

information sheet.

You also need to agree with the researcher:

— What research activities you are going to do

Some researchers might provide you with a job description for helping with research.

This is a good way of being clear about your role and responsibilities.

GO TO: The resources section of the OUR VOICES website for an example of a job

description.

Many young people who take part in research say they learnt new skills when they took

part in research. Making a record of what you do and what you learn may:

— Help you see what you achieve more clearly

— Mean you can share your achievements with others (e.g. to contribute to school or

youth citizenship and volunteering programs)

— Suggest ideas to discuss with the researcher about other skills/experiences you

would like to practice

— When you are going to do the research activities

GO TO: the resources section to find an example of a record of research activities

you could use. This would give you a way of sharing your achievements with others.



Everyone has busy lives and helping others with research might involve taking time out

to do special things like having discussions or showing the researcher things that you

do. It is useful to be clear about when you would or wouldn’t be available to help. You

could prepare a simple schedule to help plan research activities. Here is an example of

a busy young person with activities after school and in the evenings and at weekends.

√=Free to do research activity; X=Not free to do research activity; ?=Might be free depending on the activity

GO TO: The resources section of OUR VOICES website for a weekly research

planning form.

This sort of schedule is also helpful if you want to show your researcher the sorts of

activities that you do each week. Some of the things you do may be useful for the

research. It will depend on the research topic. Here is an example of one 10 year old

boy’s activities:

MON TUES WED THUR FRI SAT SUN

Before school X X X X X Morning ? X

Lunchtimes X √ √ ? ? Midday ? X

After school √ X X √ X Afternoon X ?

Evening √ √ √ √ ? Evening X X

Weekdays MON TUES WED THUR FRI Weekends SAT SUN

Before school Extra maths
practice

School
Athletics club

Extra maths
practice

Extra maths
practice

Extra maths
practice

Extra maths
practice

Morning Family visit to the
Gurdwara

Lunchtimes Soccer
practice

Debating club Midday

After school After school
club

Village soccer
team training

School
Universities club

Afternoon Soccer matches Punjabi Dance club

Evening Punjabi class Scouts Punjabi football
team training

Evening
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Helping others research
Doing research
Hopefully you will have already agreed with your researcher:

— What you are going to do

— When you are going to do those things

You might even have a job description

GO TO the resources section for an example of a research participant job description.

As a young person you understand what it is like being a young person better than

adults. You are an expert in your own life. Everyone is different but being a young

person also gives you special understanding of other young people’s lives. The

researcher will be interested in your views.

The key things that a research participant does to help someone do research are:

— To think about the research question/topic

— To think about ways you can find information about the research topic

— To share your thoughts and ideas

It is a good idea to get prepared and to do some thinking about the research topic/

question

Thinking about the research topic/question

Thinking about something is useful if we want to prepare what we think before sharing

with other people for instance:

— We might not be certain what we think about something because we haven’t really

thought about it before

— We may have lots of very different thoughts that feel a bit muddled

— We may be worried about what people think about our views because they sound

different to other people’s ideas you have heard

You can think about something on your own or with other people. It is useful to think

about a topic with other people if for instance we:

— Want to learn more about the topic

— Don’t understand something about the topic

— Want to work something out
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Talk to other young people and adults about the research you are helping to do and

see what ideas they have. The more ideas you have the more you can help the

research.

Not being certain and having lots of different thoughts about a topic are good signs. It

shows that research is needed. Your thoughts and views are very valuable – even if

they sound different to other people’s ideas.

You might find it useful to prepare your thoughts so you are ready to share them with

the researcher and others. One way of doing this is to make a map of your thoughts.

Example of a participant’s thoughts about the things they like to do in their free time:

Other people find it helpful to use ‘post-it note’ maps. These allow you to move your ideas around.

Helping others research
Prepare your thoughts about
the research
Prepare your own map to gather your thoughts, ideas and questions about the

research topic. You might want to use the blank map here to start. Fill in the first boxes

then start to add your own boxes connections and labels:

Label 1st

thought

Label 2nd
thought

What did that make
you think? AdD here:

What did that make
you think? AdD here:

Write/draw the research
topic/question here:
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Helping others research
Ways tofind informationand
explore the research topic
You can collect information about a topic in lots of different ways. Your researcher will be

very pleased to know the best ways of collecting information.

GO TO the OUR VOICES website HOW: Data collection tools in research and ‘Creative

ways of generating data’ and look at all the different ways there are to collect information.

You may have some very good ideas about the way you can collect information about the

research topic. Look at the grid with different ways of collecting information. Tick ones you

think would be useful for the research you are going to help with:

Ways to collect information and explore the research topic YES NO MAYBE

I could invite the researcher to watch something that I do - say what this could be:

…………………………………………………………………………………

The researcher could join in one of my activities - say what this could be:

………………………………………………………………………………………

I could show the researcher places that are to do with the research project – say what

places:

………………………………………………………………………………………

I could take photographs of places and things to show the researcher which are

connected to the research project

I could make drawings and diagrams to explain what I think or feel about the research

topic

I could work with other young people and perform a song, or dance or short play about

the research topic

I could write a story or create a story from pictures about the research topic

I could answer questions about the research topic

I could discuss the research topic with the researcher and with others to collect our ideas

I could record a diary of events or thoughts about the research topic and share it with the

researcher

Add more ideas below:

Your researcher will be interested in your ideas all through the research. You may find it

useful to keep a research journal. Many researchers do. It is a way of remembering things

that happen or thoughts you have which might be useful to the research.

GO TO the resources section to find an example of a research journal you could use – or

make up your own.

Here is an example of the sort of information you could save in a journal:

Example of a research journal for participants in research

Research topic/question: Young people’s experiences of school during COVID-19

This example shows that young people can know:

— Things about a research topic

— Where information can be found

…which a researcher does not know.

Good researchers want people to help them find information and the

best ways of getting it. They will welcome your ideas. By helping

you are making sure the best information is found. The best

information will give the best research findings. The best findings can

lead to the best actions to benefit those the research is about.

Date Information that might
help the research

What I will do next Tick
when
done

2nd Feb 2020 Lunchtime conversation with friends

after school assembly about COVID

regulations – surprising different

reactions.

Make notes about people’s (no names!)

different views so I remember and put in

research file.

Share notes at next meeting with researcher.

Suggest to the researcher that she could talk

to me and my friends as a group.

4th Feb 2020 Class teacher said the Head would

give us an update on COVID in

assembly once a month.

Tell researcher in case she wants to get

information from the Head

27th February Art project making a collage of

photos printed off iPad images to

show what we thought of school

break-time spaces

Suggest to researcher that we take photos to

show her what COVID-19 has done to break-

times.
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Helping others research
Telling peoplewhat you
foundout
Having worked hard to discover new information and answer research questions it is really

important to tell other people about the research. If you were curious about something or

wanted to find something out, it is quite likely that someone else is curious about it too. Your

researcher may want help to know what young people like you think about:

Who should be told about the research?

This depends on the research topic and research question. The following questions are

useful to help you think about who should know about your research. Think about the

following research project for instance:

At what age do young people in the UK believe they should have the right to

vote for members of the UK Parliament, The Scottish Parliament, The Welsh

Assembly or the Northern Ireland - and why? What should you tell people

about the research?

WHO do you think might: WHO should be told about the research?

Have something to gain from what has been
found out?

Young people hoping to gain a vote earlier than
they do currently.

Be able to use the information that you have
found?

Teachers interested in preparing young people to
vote

Politicians and their staff who may want to seek
young people’s votes

Want to make changes to the way they do things
if they had the information you have found?

Political Party managers who may want national
elections to become more relevant to young
people

Be most affected by this new information? Potential new Parliamentary or Assembly
members seeking votes and young people
especially those 15 to 18 years who might wish to
vote.

WHO should be told about the research
with which you have helped

WHAT they should be told

HOW they should be told

There is usually a huge amount to tell people about a research project. Different

people are interested in different things. Adults and young people are very busy and

often only have limited time to spend on learning about new research. You need to

decide what the most important things are that interest each of the different sorts of

people you want to know about the research.

Think about the example research project again. Imagine that you have been one of

five young people who have helped the researcher to design and carry out the

research. Key findings of the research included:

1. The majority of young people across England, Scotland, Wales and Northern

Ireland believed that young people should have the right to vote at age 15 years

2. Some young people are not at all interested in who is elected or how their country

is run.

3. Other young people felt strongly that at 15 years old young people understood and

could remember what it was like growing up as a child in their country and they had

a lot of information from which adults would benefit.

4. Every young person who helped the researcher carry out the research:

▪ Felt their views had been valued and had made a difference to the way the

research was done and what was found out.

▪ Said they learned more about the system of elected representatives and

government of their countries

▪ Became more interested in the political governance of their country

5. Over half the adults who were interviewed for the research were positively

surprised by the knowledge and understanding young people helping with the

research had about the research process and research questions

6. Teachers interviewed as part of the research confirmed many young people had

sufficient knowledge, understanding and interest in the electoral system to

contribute positively with a right to vote.

7. 98% of elected parliamentary/assembly members’ staff interviewed for the

research felt that young people aged 15 years were too young to have the right to a

vote

8. 95% of the young people interviewed felt that there was no chance of the right to

vote age being lowered in the next 5 years

Who do you think would be most interested in which of these different findings? Here

are some ideas about the possible different interests of some of the people.
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GO TO the OUR VOICES website to learn about the different ways you can tell

people about research.

How should you tell people about the research?

Having decided who you want to tell about the research and what particular findings

you want to share with each of them, you need to choose the best way of telling them.

The way to do this will be different for every type of person. Carrying on with this

example for instance:

WHAT do different people want to know about the research?

Young people hoping to gain a vote earlier than they do

currently.

Young people are likely to be interested in knowing that

the majority of those interviewed thought 15 year olds

should have the right to vote(1); that teachers thought

they had sufficient knowledge and understanding to use

a vote at this age (6) whilst nearly all parliamentary/

assembly members and their staff felt they did not.

Young people may also be interested in knowing that

their peers helping with the research had a positive

experience (4) and feel more confident about the quality

of the research..

Teachers interested in preparing young people to vote Teachers are likely to be interested in other teachers’

views on the rights to vote at 15 years (6) and also that

some young people were not interested in elections and

the governance of their country (2). This might lead to

teachers encouraging young people’s interest in national

governance within school lessons.

Politicians and their staff who may want to seek young

people’s votes and who may want national elections to

become more relevant to young people

Politicians and their staff may be interested to know

teachers’ views on young people’s capability of having

the right to vote as 15 years and also that 95% of those

interviewed felt they had little chance of this happening

in the near future. (8) This might give politicians more

confidence in 15 year olds having vote. It might also

alert them to the lack of confidence young people have

in politicians making changes.

Political party managers would be interested in elections

and the governance of their country (2).

Plan for telling people about the findings from the research (dissemination
of the research findings)

It is important to plan the way you are going to tell people about research. This will

make sure the most important findings will reach the people who are most interested

in the most effective way. Researchers will need help to know who young people want

to share information from research with; what the most important findings are to

young people and how it is best to communicate them.

Young people helping with research can also help to demonstrate how credible

(believable) research findings are because they are experts at being a young person.

They can do this by helping to write messages for social media, research posters and

fact sheets. Young people can support or even make presentations of their own.

Take a look at the example of a plan on the next page to tell people about the findings

of our research project about 15 year olds’ rights to a national electoral vote:

HOW should you tell people about the research?

Young people hoping to gain a vote earlier than they do

currently.

Simple short facts about what young people think about

this issue can be shared on social media sites and blogs.

Short fact sheets can be emailed to groups campaigning

for children’s rights.

Presentations can be made in school assemblies

Posters, pictograms and infographics summarising key

findings can be placed on notice boards and used to

explain findings simply to younger children

All forms of communication should include website

addresses for further information

Teachers interested in preparing young people to vote Articles in Teacher/Teaching Journals

Papers in formal professional and academic journals

Presentations and formal papers to teacher conferences

Politicians and their staff who may want to seek young

people’s votes and who may want national elections to

become more relevant to young people

Personal meetings and interviews to share information

and ask for politician’s support to make changes

suggested by the research.

These can be supported with short fact sheets to leave

with the people you meet.
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WHO you want to tell about the research:

Young people

WHAT particular points you want to tell them (including the ones you
think will most interest them)

— The majority of young people interviewed believed they should have the right to

vote at age 15 years

— Teachers interviewed confirmed many young people had sufficient knowledge,

understanding and interest in the electoral system to contribute positively with a

right to vote.

— Every young person who helped the researcher carry out the research felt

valued and that they made an important contribution; learned about and became

more interested in the political governance of their country

HOW you want to tell them about the research (the ways you think will
be the best ways for them to take notice)

— Short social media and blog messaging.

— Targeted emailing of short fact sheets to Children’s Rights campaigning groups

— Presentations to school assemblies; school clubs such as debating club etc.

— Posters, pictograms and infographics on school and youth notice boards

— All forms of communications to carry blog address.

GO TO the next page to complete a plan for sharing findings from the research

with which you have been helping.

Plan for telling people about the findings from research

GO TO the resources section of the website if you need to download more pages

for your plan.

WHO you want to tell

about the research

WHAT particular points

you want to tell them

(including the ones you

think will most interest

them)

HOW you want to tell them

about the research (the

ways you think will be the

best ways for them to take

notice)
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Notes page
(This page is left blank for you to add any notes about the research with which you are

helping)
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Congratulations!
If you have been using this journal you will have done some really

great thinking about helping to do some research. Helping

someone do research is a really important and worthwhile thing

to do. It helps us understand the world better. If we understand

the world better then we can help make people’s lives better.

Young people can help in a special way with their special

knowledge and understanding about the world as young people.

If you have enjoyed thinking about or even helping someone do

some research and would like to do more you could go to the

OUR VOICES website and download the “Doing Research”

journal. You will read how to prepare your own research and get

help doing it OR you might be ready to lead your own research. If

so go to OUR SHOUT which is also on the OUR VOICES website.

Your OUR VOICES Certificate of
Achievement

Most importantly. don’t forget to complete your “Record of

Research Activities”. Celebrate and share what you have

achieved with other young people and adults.

If you would like to send a copy of your “Record of Research

Activities” to The Open University at our.voices@open.ac.uk then

we can see if your work can be awarded an OUR VOICES

Certificate of achievement.
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